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The scope of research is broken into three parts: The Area of Influence,
the Area of Control, and the Area of Effect. The first year of research
comprises the Area of Influence and looks gentrification and affordable
housing from a multi-disiplinary perspective, taking an expansive
approach to research. The Area of Control seeks to define the site and
its context through the first phase of Spring research: Phase I: Ground
Truthing. The Area of Effect addresses the potential impacts of this
project as the research moves towards design-based methods. This part
is composed of the second and third phases of Spring research - Phase
II: Strategic Visioning and Phase III: Tactical Visioning.
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RESEARCH QUESTION:
Is Frederick Law Olmsted’s vision for a green
corridor connecting Franklin Park to Boston Harbor
still relevant today?
How could his vision be updated and implemented
in a way which does not catalyze the displacement
of residents?
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Increase and enhance discourse on the role that designers play in
processes of gentrification / cultural displacement
Visualize a radical approach to equitable urban development
Provide a prototype for a landscape which combats rather than
catalyzes gentrification
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MANIFESTO

home
“Home” is one of the most sacred words in any
language. The very first work of architecture was a
home – a crude shelter made of branches with walls
and a roof. Windows were added to let in light. A
hearth was built to create warmth. Over centuries,
cultures around the world mastered the art of building
homes and cultivating the land. “Home” provided all
the necessary elements to sustain life – shelter, food,
water, and a place of belonging.

Figure 1: Tompkins Square Park,
New York City, 1988.*
_____________________________
* Sullivan, Laura. 2014.
“Gentrification May Actually Be Boon
To Longtime Residents.” National
Public Radio. January 22. Accessed
March 2, 2018. https://www.npr.
org/2014/01/22/264528139/longa-dirty-word-gentrification-may-belosing-its-stigma?sc=17&f=1001.

With the rise of industry and technology, the
relationships between people and places were
drastically altered. The grocery store replaced the
family farm, heating and cooling systems replaced
the hearth, and artificial lighting took the sun’s place.
This was the groundwork which paved the way for
globalization and urbanization – phenomena driven by
the force of capitalism.

land
One of the tragic outcomes of this course of human
history was the conversion of “land” to “property.” The
commodification of the resources that land provides –
safe shelter, abundant food, clean air, and clean water
– has resulted in extreme economic inequity and social
injustice.
The Native Americans from whom this land was stolen
acknowledged the sanctity of the landscape that
provided these resources and lived in harmony with
each other and their environment, rather than scarring
the land and severing ecological systems with arbitrary
boundaries.
This is a proposal to return to the treatment of
landscape as an equally accessible public common a,
resource that can be neither possessed nor profited
from.
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ABSTRACT

home • land is an independent thesis project
which seeks to understand the role of design and
designers in processes of gentrification and cultural
displacement. The research process is divided into
three parts: Part I: The Area of Influence, Part II: The
Area of Control, and Part III: The Area of Affect.1
The area of influence provides the foundational
research and understanding of related discourse and
disciplines.
This began with case studies of The High Line in New
York City, NY and The Belt Line in Atlanta, GA - two
large-scale urban renewal projects making headlines
for displacing local residents by causing spikes in land
value. These were later followed up by case studies of
projects which set out from the beginning with the goal
of combatting rather than catalyzing displacement:
11th Street Bridge in Washington D.C. and Red
Mountain Park in Birmingham, AL.
The summer phase of research centered on firsthand experiences. In an effort to understand the
possibilities for affordable housing that urban microliving might offer, the author’s own living spaces were
studied and documented: a 175-square foot “efficiency
unit” and a later a 250-square foot studio apartment in
Providence, RI. Work experiences were chosen which
embraced alternative design practice models with a
focus on social justice. These included contributions
to pro bono work on Blackstone Boulevard as part
of an on-going internship at Searle Design Group,
contributions to the cultivation and maintenance
of Design Under Sky’s 10,000 Suns botanical art
installation, and working as an educator at a designbuild camp tasked with helping 25 12-14-year-old
students create a community table for a park that
offers free lunches and games to children during the
summers.
The fall phase of research took a more academic
approach. Courses were tailored to support the thesis
research trajectory. Literature Reviews and case
studies resulted in a graph/time line of Boston’s history

of displacement for the course Research, Theory, and Design. In “Fabricating the
Machine in the Garden” Micro House Studio, affordable housing and public-private
relationships on community land trusts were studied through an iterative design
process. Environmental Psychology provided an avenue for social sciences-based
research methodologies including literature reviews and an Environment-Behavior
site analysis carried out at Dennis Park near the chosen thesis site.
The fall research was followed up by an independent study completed over the
winter titled “Urban Fabric: From Text to Textile.” This study closely examined
textile metaphors used to describe urban systems and then experimented with
methods for modeling urban systems through textile media.
Part II: the Area of Control, (Phase I: Ground-Truthing) sought to test assumptions,
primarily through field work. During the fall, Columbia Rd. in Dorchester, MA was
selected as the thesis site for its unique legacy in its relation to Frederick Law
Olmsted’s Emerald Necklace Park System, as well as the neighborhood’s long and
violent history of displacement and activism. The process of ground truthing on
this site resulted in maps and diagrams identifying neighborhood landmarks and
amenities, the vectors of gentrification acting on the site, key areas of interest, and
a matrix of vernacular typologies.
Part III: the Area of Effect, is composed of the last two phases of research which
are more design-focused. Phase II developed a set of design principles and a
strategic landscape framework plan for equitable development setting up a vision
for large-scale, long-term change between Franklin Park and Boston Harbor. This
phase also included a community engagement experiment in the form of a board
game designed to educate youth on the different motives and conflicts that shape
the urban environment.
Phase III: Tactical Visioning, proposes “The Community Land Trust Mosaic” as a
response to the prior body of research. Since Community Land Trusts were found
to be the most effective strategy for combatting gentrification, the design focuses on
re-conceptualizing urban systems and public-private relationships within the CLT
model. The proposal is for a modular landscape system which aims to make visible
and make accessible the resources of the land as a public common.
The questions addressed in this thesis are as complex as the answers. This body
of work is a jumping-off point for further research into community engagement
tactics and the role of the designer as a facilitator to make the design process, not
just the design product, accessible to the general public.

1 Inspired by a lecture given by Andrea Kahn on March, 1st, 2018 at RISD
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TERMS &
DEFINITIONS

Gentrification

Community Land Trust (CLT)

“Gentrification, to put it bluntly and simply, involves both
the exploitation of the economic value of real estate
and the treatment of local residents as objects rather
than the subjects of upgrading. Even though population
movement is a common feature of cities, gentrification
is specifically the replacement of a less affluent group
by a wealthier social group - a definition which relates
gentrification to class. Whether a result of city council
policies or real estate pressures, gentrification stands
in contrast to earlier attempts to improve deprived
neighborhoods by addressing the built environment,
the central objective of urban renewal up until the
1970s. More recently, the betterment of deprived
neighborhoods has taken a completely different form
as the improvement of living conditions is no longer
considered the task of the state (‘to enlighten the
masses’), but rather a side effect of the development
and emancipation of the higher and middle classes.
The state seems to have acknowledged its inability to
influence the welfare of its residents directly and has
left that task to the workings of the supposedly objective
agency of the market. Gentrification has become
a means of solving social malaise, not by providing
solutions to unemployment, poverty, or broken homes,
but by transferring the problem elsewhere, out of sight,
and consequently also geographically marginalizing the
urban poor and ensuring their economic location and
political irrelevance.” - Berg, Kaminer, Schoonderbeek
and Zonneveld, 2009, Houses in Transformation:
Interventions in European Gentrification1

“A community land trust is an organization created to hold land for the benefit of a
community and of individuals within the community. It is a democratically structured
nonprofit corporation, with an open membership and a board of trustees elected
by the membership. The board typically includes residents of trust-owned lands,
other community residents, and public-interest representatives. Board members
are elected for limited terms, so that the community retains ultimate control of the
organization and of the land it owns.
The CLT acquires land through purchase or donation with an intention to retain
title in perpetuity, thus removing the land from the speculative market. Appropriate
uses for the land are determined, in a process comparable to public planning or
zoning processes, and the land is then leased to individuals, families, cooperatives,
businesses, or for public purposes.
...No seller will profit from unearned increases in market value, and no buyer will be
priced out of the market by such increases. Any increase in value that is not due to
a leaseholder’s efforts will remain with the CLT.”3

Land vs. Property
“When the lot is called ‘land’ it is being described simply
as an area of the Earth’s surface, something that exists
independently of all human activity, all human laws and
institutions; but when it is called ‘property’ it is being
described as a human possession, as something owned
according to the laws of human society.”2
1 Lees, Loretta, Tom Slater, and Elvin Wyly. 2010. “Defining Gentrification.” In
The Gentrification Reader, xv. New York, NY: Routledge.
2 The Institute for Community Economics. 1982. “Land and Property.” In
The Community Land Trust Handbook, 5. Greenfield, MA: The Institute for
Community Economics.
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Community Development Corporation /
Neighborhood Development Corporation (CDC / NDC)
“Community Development Corporations (CDCs) engage local residents and
businesses to work together to undertake community development programs,
projects and activities, which develop and improve urban, rural and suburban
communities in sustainable ways that create and expand economic opportunities for
low- and moderate-income people. CDCs improve communities through real estate
development, small business development, asset building, community leadership
identification and resident engagement. CDCs are a critical component of lasting
and durable community change founded upon the principal that a community’s
residents can come together to effect change and to help transform their own
neighborhood together. Effective CDCs have the skills, capacity and networks
to accomplish significant community change transforming a community’s vision
and aspirations into tangible projects and results” - Massachusetts Association of
Community Development Corporations4
Red Lining
“Red lining is the practice of denying a creditworthy applicant a loan for housing in
a certain neighborhood even though the applicant may otherwise be eligible for the
loan. The term refers to the presumed practice of mortgage lenders of drawing red
lines around portions of a map to indicate areas or neighborhoods in which they do

3 ibid
4 Massachusetts Association of Community Development Corporations. 2018. MACDC. Accessed March 29, 2018.
https://macdc.org/.
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not want to make loans.
Red lining on a racial basis has been held by the courts to be an illegal practice. It
is unlawful under the [Fair Housing] Act only when done on a prohibited basis. Red
lining an area on the basis of such considerations as the fact that the area lies on a
fault line or a flood plain is not prohibited.” - The Fair Housing Act5
White Flight
“When white people leave diverse towns and cities searching for more-segregated
pastures...which began in the U.S. at the start of the 1900s — the effects on the
communities left behind is damaging.”6
Blockbusting
“Blockbusting refers to a practice in which real estate agents (‘blockbusters’)
persuaded white property owners to sell their homes at below-market rates out of
fear that Jews, immigrants, and/or people of color were moving into their previously
segregated neighborhood. The agents then resold the properties to members of
the new demographic at above-market rates, thus earning a substantial profit.”7

now is the VASH program for veterans.”9
Rent Control
“A price control that limits the amount a property owner can charge for renting
out a home, apartment or other real estate. Rent control acts as a price ceiling by
preventing rents either from being charged above a certain level or from increasing
at a rate higher than a predetermined percentage.
...The purpose of rent control regulations is to limit how much money individuals
and businesses must spend on renting real property. The amount of rent permitted
may vary across jurisdictions and property types, but is generally set at a level
considered affordable to renters and fair to property owners.
The economic impact of rent control regulations has been disputed. Some
economists consider rent controls, like other price ceilings, to be market distortions
that discourage the construction of more homes by limiting the profits owners can
earn from them. By discouraging the construction of new housing stock, regulators
may create the same housing shortage they sought to prevent by enacting the
legislation in the first place. Others believe rent control is a viable method of
ensuring affordable housing for renters that prevents landlords from capriciously
raising prices.”10

Fair Housing Act (1968)
Urban Renewal
“The Fair Housing Act protects people from discrimination when they are renting,
buying, or securing financing for any housing. The prohibitions specifically cover
discrimination because of race, color, national origin, religion, sex, disability and the
presence of children.”8
Affordable Housing
“1. Subsidized Rental Housing: The rent for a subsidized housing unit is linked to
your income. In a subsidized unit, you pay a set percentage of your income each
month. This is ideal for households with no or very low incomes
2. Income-Restricted: In most cases, the rent for income-restricted housing is
linked to the unit. You pay the same set amount each month. This is true even if
your income changes. Income-restricted housing is often calculated using the Area
Median Income.
3. Voucher Programs: Rental vouchers help low-income households rent private
market apartments. Vouchers give you a set amount to go toward rent. You pay for
any rent over that amount. The only voucher program accepting applications right
5 Consumer Compliance Handbook. 1968. “Federal Fair Lending Regulations and Statutes: Fair Housing Act.” The
Federal Reserve. Accessed March 07, 2018. https://www.federalreserve.gov/boarddocs/supmanual/cch/fair_lend_fhact.
pdf.
6 Lincoln Anthony Blades, Teen Vogue, “White Americans, You Can’t Embrace Immigration if You Don’t Practice
Integration,” 23 Jan. 2018.
7 Interboro. 2017. “Blockbusting.” In The Arsenal of Exclusion & Inclusion, by Interboro, 62. New York, NY: Actar.
8 U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development. n.d. Learn about the Fair Housing Act. Accessed March 07,
2018. https://www.hud.gov/program_offices/fair_housing_equal_opp/online-complaint.
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“Urban Renewal is a federal redevelopment program established under the
Housing Act of 1954. Expanding on local and federal slum clearance initiatives
first ratified in the late 1940s, the program represented a cost-cutting measure
meant to help local governments circumvent negligent or resistive property owners,
thereby making urban redevelopment more politically feasible and generally
more affordable. Urban renewal covered two-thirds of a given municipality’s
condemnation and demolition costs. It also allowed urban planners and business
interests to re-purpose cleared land for the sake of more up-to-date projects. This
promised, in theory, to increase local tax bases over the medium and long term.
Among housing reformers, such as the nation’s first Secretary of Housing and
Urban Development, Robert Clifton Weaver, the program seemed to serve as a
useful tool for ending slum conditions, while also offering a means, in the eyes
of many local activists, of ending racial segregation. In practice; however, urban
renewal became a powerful weapon of exclusion, in many instances worsening
segregation in American cities.”11

9 City of Boston. n.d. Affordable Housing in Boston. Accessed March 07, 2018. https://www.boston.gov/affordablehousing-boston.
10 Radcliffe, Brent. 2018. Rent Control. Accessed March 7, 2018. https://www.investopedia.com/terms/rent-control.asp.
11 Interboro. 2017. “Blockbusting.” In The Arsenal of Exclusion & Inclusion, by Interboro, 62. New York, NY: Actar.
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At these meetings, community members raised
justified concerns about whether Olmsted’s vision
for a “green corridor” would be the most appropriate
intervention in the current urban fabric, and their fears
of falling victim to the next High Line or Belt Line
project.

- Frederick Law Olmsted**
_____________________________
* City of Boston. 2017. Analyze
Boston. Accessed March 3, 2018.
http://bostonopendata-boston.
opendata.arcgis.com/datasets?sort_
by=relevance.
** Frederick Law Olmsted (2016).
“Frederick Law Olmsted: Writings on
Landscape, Culture, and Society”,
p.426, Library of America

M

In Spring 2017, the Boston Society of Architects held
a 4-part series of public meetings titled “Fulfilling
the Promise” about this potential project at which
they discussed several case studies including The
High Line in New York City and 11th Street Bridge in
Washington D.C.1 two projects which became vital
case studies to this thesis research.

“The enjoyment of the choicest
natural scenes in the country and the
means of recreation connected with
them is thus a monopoly, in a very
peculiar manner, of a very few rich
people. The great mass of society,
including those to whom it would be
of the greatest benefit, is excluded
from it.”

LU

Columbia Rd. stretches 2.3 miles connecting Franklin
Park to Boston Harbor in the north part of the
Dorchester neighborhood.

Figure 2: “The Missing Link” Columbia Road in Boston, MA*

Franklin
Park

The impetus of Olmsted’s legacy and the fear of
displacement among community members made
this site an intriguing place to investigate the issue of
gentrification as it relates to urban landscape.

1 Varanasi, Kishore. 2017. Fulfilling the Promise: Overview. April 7. Accessed
March 6, 2018. https://www.architects.org/news/fulfilling-promise-overview.
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THE “MISSING
LINK”

Frederick Law Olmsted, the hailed “father of landscape
architecture,” had a democratic vision for his parks.
His Emerald Necklace Park System in Boston, MA was
meant to be a respite from the harsh environmental
conditions of city life, a landscape which would be
equally accessible and beneficial to all regardless of
class. Current City Mayor Martin Walsh has promised
to fulfill Olmsted’s vision as part of his Imagine Boston
2030 plan by re-vitalizing the “missing link” of the
Emerald Necklace - Columbia Rd.

The Dudley Street Neighborhood Initiative Community Land Trust
Another selection criteria for choosing this site was its proximity to the Dudley Street
Neighborhood Initiative (DSNI) Community Land Trust (CLT.) DSNI is a non-profit
organization consisting of community members and activists formed in the 1960s
in response to trash dumping and arson occurring as a result of disinvestment
in the area due to red-lining and white flight. (See Terms & Definitions.) One of
their many historic achievements was establishing the DSNI CLT in the Dudley
Neighborhood of Roxbury just North of Columbia Rd. The CLT is one of the most
successful models for combatting gentrification because it can aid in establishing
permanent affordable housing.1 The DSNI CLT and Campus Village (a network of
resources and community stakeholders surrounding the land trust) is a vital asset to
the Columbia Rd neighborhood. DSNI is a voice for the Dudley community and part
of the aim of this project is to amplify and expand the reach of that voice.

Figure 3: Site Map*
“The Urban Renewal process was a
negative experience for the residents
of Roxbury. The legacy left by
urban renewal is the scars of vacant
land, abandoned buildings, a fear
of displacement and gentrification,
and a fear of lack of control over the
future of one’s own community.”

Columbia Rd. - 2.3 Miles
To Travel by Car:
15 Minutes
To Travel by Bike:
15 Minutes
To Travel by Bus:
30 Minutes
To Travel by Walking: 45 Minutes

- The Boston Redevelopment
Authority, Roxbury: A Plan to
Manage Growth, 1983**
_____________________________

Dudley Street Neighborhood Initiative
Community Land Trust

* City of Boston. 2017. Analyze
Boston. Accessed March 3, 2018.
http://bostonopendata-boston.
opendata.arcgis.com/datasets?sort_
by=relevance.
** Medoff, Peter, and Holly Sklar.
1994. Streets of Hope: The Fall and
Rise of an Urban Neighborhood.
Boston: South End Press.

Dudley Street Neighborhood Initiative
Campus Village

1 Loh, Penn. 2015. How One Boston Neighborhood Stopped Gentrification in Its Tracks. January 28. Accessed March
6, 2018. http://www.yesmagazine.org/issues/cities-are-now/how-one-boston-neighborhood-stopped-gentrification-in-itstracks.
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Olmsted’s Unfulfilled Vision
“It is hard to imagine that the asphalt artery that is Columbia Road in Dorchester
was once envisioned as the final jewel in the Emerald Necklace...[Olmsted] laid
out plans to line the road with two rows of trees and turn it into Dorchesterway, a
boulevard as grand and as graceful as the Back Bay Fens and the Arborway.”1

Figure 5: The Emerald Necklace
Plan by Frederick Law Olmsted*
_____________________________
*Courtesy of the National Park
Service, Frederick Law Olmsted
National Historic Site.

The images included here are a selection of some of Olmsted’s original drawings
for Columbia Rd. - designed to be the widest road in Boston in 1897. The drawings
are titled “Columbia Rd.: Franklin Park to Marine Park.” One side of the road is
labeled “pleasure drive” and the other “traffic road” with ample planting specified in
between and a “park walk” on either side.

1 Levenson, Michael. 2015. Boston 2024 Sees Columbia Road as Olmsted Jewel. July 20. Accessed March 6,
2018. https://www.bostonglobe.com/metro/2015/07/19/boston-pledges-complete-olmsted-vision-columbia-road/
VdXZpgM6VKdT3JJeDsbjIP/story.html.
Figure 6: Olmsted’s Plan for “the
final jewel” of the Emerald Necklace
Park System - Dorchesterway (now
Columbia Rd.)*
_____________________________
*<?> Historic Boston Inc. 2018. Hint
of historic Upham’s Corner comfort
station in Olmsted plan for final jewel
in the Emerald Necklace. September
25. Accessed March 20, 2018. http://
historicboston.org/hint-of-historicuphams-corner-comfort-station-inolmsted-plan-for-final-jewel-in-theService, Frederick Law Olmsted
National Historic Site.

Figure 4: “Columbia Road, Franklin
Park To Marine Park; Plan And
Profile Showing Laying Out And
Established Grade Of Columbia
Road; Horizontal Scale 40’=1”,
Vertical Scale 5’=1””*
_____________________________
*Courtesy of the National Park
Service, Frederick Law Olmsted
National Historic Site.

Figure 7: Detail from “City Of
Boston Columbia Road, Dorchester
Avenue To Marine Park; Plan
Showing Revised Construction Of
Columbia Road, Dorchester, And
South Boston, From Dorchester
Avenue To Marine Park; Strandway
Construction Plans; Scale 40’=1””*
_____________________________
*Courtesy of the National Park
Service, Frederick Law Olmsted
National Historic Site.
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Figure 8: Historic Image of Franklin
Park as a common grazing pasture
for sheep*
_____________________________
*Wikipedia. 2017. Franklin Park
(Boston). December 29. Accessed
March 18, 2018. https://en.wikipedia.
org/wiki/Franklin_Park_(Boston).

Figure 9: Franklin Park Today*
_____________________________
*O’Laughlin, Frank. 2015. Jamaica
Plain Patch. July 14. Accessed
April 29, 2018. https://patch.com/
massachusetts/jamaicaplain/

Figure 10: Columbia Rd. Existing
Conditions
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Olmsted’s VIsion

Figure 11: Olmsted’s vision for
Columbia Rd. (top section) vs.
Existing Conditions Typical
Streetscape (bottom section)

Existing Conditions
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GENTRIFICATION
& THE AMERICAN
HOUSING CRISIS

This thesis began by looking at the issue of
gentrification. Beneath the surface of this issue is a
complex history entangling colonialism, immigration,
genocide, racism, and systematic oppression.
Gentrification is a process by which urban
renewal and investment raises land value to
the point of displacing residents who can no
longer afford the rent or cost of living. To
address gentrification it must be acknowledged
that cultural displacement has been a dark mark on
American history since colonization, long before the
phenomenon of urbanization occurred. Social justice
activists have rightfully exclaimed that “gentrification
is racist,” “gentrification is the new colonialism,” and
“gentrification is genocide.” These statements are not
merely provocative, but grounded in inter-generational
trauma and centuries of violent cultural displacement
and oppression. On the other end of the spectrum
are those who say gentrification is both inevitable and
desirable - raising property values and generating
revenue grows the economy in the name of “progress.”
This is the capitalist manifest destiny. Gentrification
is history repeating.
Green Gentrification
“Right now, we don’t have any really good models
for inclusive green development that can lift up
communities in place while providing the access to
nature, open space, and recreational opportunities that
we know are so important to the health of people in
their neighborhoods.”1

Figure 12: “Gentrification is the New
Colonialism” Artist Unknown, Street
Art. Wyckoff Ave. near Jefferson
St. Subway entrance, Bushwick,
Williamsburg, VA. Photo Taken
June 23, 2014.*
_____________________________
*https://postmodernpamphlets.
wordpress.com/2014/11/02/
gentrification-is-the-newcolonialiams/

Figure 13: “Gentrification is Racist”
Artist Unknown, Located on
Washington St. in Jamaica Plain,
Boston*
_____________________________
* Image taken by Darice Cadriel,
September 2017.

Green Gentrification is a term which highlights the
conflict between the environmentalism and social
justice movements. This thesis seeks to prove the
hypothesis that improving green infrastructure is
an effect, not a cause, of gentrification and can be
implemented along with policy change in such a way
that stabilizes vulnerable neighborhoods.

1 Christensen, Jon. 2018. Can the L.A. River Avoid ‘Green Gentrification’?
February 20. Accessed February 22, 2018. https://www.citylab.com/
equity/2018/02/can-the-la-river-avoid-green-gentrification/553613/.
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Figure 14: (Above) “Your Luxury is
Our Displacement” Artist Unknown,
Street Art. Wyckoff Ave. near
Jefferson St. Subway entrance,
Bushwick, Williamsburg, VA. Photo
Taken June 23, 2014*
_____________________________
*https://postmodernpamphlets.
wordpress.com/2014/11/02/
gentrification-is-the-newcolonialiams/

Figure 15: (Below) Boston’s Racial
Wealth Gap. This graph looks at
racial disparities in net worth for the
Greater Boston Area. Net worth is
the total value of financial assets
minus the value of all debts*
_____________________________
*“The Color of Wealth.” Federal
Reserve Bank of Boston, 2015. /
Boston, City of. n.d. Imagine Boston
2030. A Pland for the Future of
Boston, Blurb.
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fall of white suburbia
_____________________________
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TIME LINE
OF CYCLICAL
DISPLACEMENT
IN BOSTON

“City planners could not acknowledge to those about
to be displaced, or perhaps even to themselves,
that they were engaged in highly regressive social
engineering.” - John Mollenkopf, The Contested City
(1983)1

1800

1870 - 1900

Amos Upham builds a grocery store at the intersection
of Dudley St. and Columbia Rd. for people travelling
by horse.

1 Medoff, Peter, and Holly Sklar. 1994. Streets of Hope: The Fall and Rise of
an Urban Neighborhood. Boston: South End Press.

1800 - 1845

Roxbury experiences massive residential growth.
Originally, Roxbury was connected to the rest of
Boston by a narrow strip of land. During this period,
the bays on either side were filled for development. A
streetcar service was extended to the area - first horse
driven and later an electric trolley.

Text in blue signifies instances of displacement
Text in green signifies Policy implementation
Text in yellow signifies statistical information
Text in red signifies direct quotations
Text in black signifies other relevent events/information

1630
Colonist Lord Dorchester leads 1,000 English
Immigrants in the Great Migration of Puritans. They
settle around Columbia Point, known to Native
Americans as Mattapannock, taking the lives of
countless indigenous people in the process. Governor
John Winthrop declared that native people had not
“subdued the land” and therefore had only a “natural
right” to the land, which had no legal standing in the
colonial domain. The settlement of Roxbury and
Dorchester is one of many instances of genocide in
the quest for American manifest destiny.
1639
The first public school in the country is opened on
Pleasant St. in Dorchester.
1747
William Shirley, royal governor to King George, erects
a governor’s mansion that still stands today in the core
of the Dudley neighborhood.
1780
Slavery is abolished in Massachusetts.
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The middle class displace small, poorer populations in
developing suburbs starting with the South End, then
South Boston, and then Roxbury and Dorchester. By
1845, residential areas are well established.

1880
65,000 Irish immigrants call Boston Home.

1830 - 1840

1888

The first black political writer in the U.S. and the first
woman to lecture in public, Maria Stewart, fights for
the rights of women and Blacks from the pulpit of
Boston’s African Meeting House (founded 1832)

Hugh O’Brian, an Irish-American is elected to mayor,
beginning a long successions of yankee elite mayors
known as the “Boston Brahmin
1890

1840-1870
The first major development of single and two family
houses was constructed along Dudley St.

“The census showed the special suburban process of
ethnic integration and income segregation...” - Sam
Werner, Streetcar Suburbs

1845

1918

The Irish potato famine and land evictions begin
driving Irish immigrants to Boston.

The Strand Theater opens at Upham’s corner. Shortly
after, the world’s first supermarket appears.

1850

1934

Boston is the most segregated city in the North.

Roxbury is annexed to Boston.

The Federal Housing Association (FHA) is created,
an organization which began the practice of redlining. Value given to parcels of land reflected racial
prejudices and discriminatory housing policies were
put in place.

1869

1940-1960

Dorchester is annexed to Boston.

Millions were displaced from the south with the
mechanization of agriculture. Large numbers of
African Americans fled the segregated south for
Boston. Boston’s black population rose from 3% in
1940 to 16% in 1970

1868
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1947

1968-1970

1981

20,000 Roxbury residents are employed in the
manufacturing industry.

50 years of Jewish settlement is overturned as Jews
sell homes below market value. Meanwhile, Blacks
who are moving in are forced to pay inflated prices.
1976

Roxbury’s Highland Park neighborhood is named “The
Arson Capitol of the Nation.” Fires are started most
often by developers seeking to collect on insurance
and drive out low-income residents who might
otherwise resist eviction.

Equal Credit Opportunity Act

1989

1977

Blacks make up only 7% of those living in the nation’s
suburbs.

1947 - 1976
648 building holding 2,200 housing units are
demolished, eliminating half of the entire housing stock
in Dudley.
1949
Community Reinvestment Act
The Housing Act of 1949 promised a “decent home
and a suitable living environment for every American
family.” Instead, gentrification, segregation, and
discrimination worsened.
1960
Per capita income is 5% higher in some cities than
their surrounding suburban area.

1987
1980-1985
Boston’s median monthly contract rent sky rockets:
Boston: 		
25%
The South End:
47%
Mattapan:		
50%
Roxbury:		
15%

“The Urban Renewal process was a negative
experience for the residents of Roxbury. The legacy
left by urban renewal is the scars of vacant land,
abandoned buildings, a fear of displacement and
gentrification, and a fear of lack of control over the
future of one’s own community.” - The BRA, Roxbury:
A Plan to Manage Growth

1980-1985
1960-1980
25,000 people are dislocated from the South End.
19,000 primarily white young professional move in.

1988
Many families are displaced due to a massive increase
of rental-to-condominium conversions. In 1985, 4,525
conversions are completed - more than in the entire
decade of the 70s.

1960-1990
1981
The population of the Dudley core area drops by more
than half.

Only 4,000 Roxbury Residents still have manufacturing
jobs.

1965
1981
Home Mortgage Disclosure Act
1968
23 arrested for protesting on a vacant lot from which
100 families had been displaced. After this incident,
community support grew and a “tent city” emerged on
the site.
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“[The] systematic denial of jobs, housing, education
and political representation by the Boston power
structure came to full development in the creation of
the ‘ghetto,’ for the image of the ghetto allowed the
ruling elite to blame the Black community for what they
had systematically imposed upon us.” - Mel King

After 20 years of battles between activists and
the Boston government, a new affordable housing
complex, named “Tent City,” is dedicated. This is
a milestone accomplishment for all those in Boston
fighting for housing justice.
2030
Mayor Walsh has promised 6,500 new units of
affordable housing by 2030. There are currently
12,000 names on waiting lists for affordable housing
communities in Boston.
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Boston City
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on Housing
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WHITE FLIGHT

1960
79%
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45%

Today, 46.8% of renters living in Boston are
considered rent-burdened (spending 30-49% of their
household income on rent) and 22.8% are considered
severely rent-burdened (spending 50% or more of their
income on rent).

1990
7%

INFLUX OF
LATINO AND
CAPE VERDEAN
IMMIGRANTS

1970
12%

Figure 17: 1968 Tent City Protest*
_____________________________
* Kruckemeyer, Ken. n.d. AT ISSUE:
Now You See It. Accessed May 14,
2018. https://www.architects.org/
taxonomy/term/659/0?page=4.
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1950
129

1960
79

1970
49

1980
26

The number of private
businesses on Dudley St.

DEMOLITION

Figure 18: Graph of Historic
Conditions Leading to Current
Inequity*
_____________________________
* Medoff, Peter, and Holly Sklar.
1994. Streets of Hope: The Fall and
Rise of an Urban Neighborhood.
Boston: South End Press.
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annually in Boston
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CURRENT
DEMOGRAPHICS

Dorchester

Harbor Islands
Boston

North End
Beacon Hill

Figure 19: Columbia Rd.
Demographics*
_____________________________
* Bloch, Matthew, Amanda Cox, and
Tom Giratikanon. 2015. Mapping
Segregation. July 8. Accessed
March 17, 2018. https://www.
nytimes.com/interactive/2015/07/08/
us/census-race-map.html.
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Figure 20: Dorchester is the One
of the Most Diverse Neighborhoods
in the One of the Most Segregated
Cities in the U.S.*
_____________________________
*U.S. Census bureau, 2000 and
2010 U.S. Decennial Census, BPDA
Research Division Analysis. Based
on the methodology “Mapping the
USA’s diversity from 1960 to 2060”
USA Today.

Brighton

Fenway

2010
2000

Neighborhood Diversity Index (2000 - 2010)
The above chart reveals that Dorchester is one of the most diverse neighborhoods
in Boston, which is one of the most segregated cities in the country.1 This diversity
is one of the things that makes Dorchester so unique and is itself a cultural asset
worth preserving. The Racial Diversity Index is a method which calculates how
likely it is that two randomly selected people from a given geographic area are from
different racial or ethnic groups. While most of Boston’s neighborhoods improved
their diversity index rating between 2000 and 2010, (the city as a whole increased
from 0.64 to 0.66) Dorchester represents a uniquely diverse community which has
welcomed waves of immigrants for decades and truly embodies the “melting pot”
vision of America as a sanctuary.
1 Chakrabarti, Meghna. 2011. 2010 Census Shows Boston Among Most Segregated Cities. April 4. Accessed March
17, 2018. http://radioboston.legacy.wbur.org/2011/04/04/boston-segregated.
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PART I
AREA OF INFLUENCE

41
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PHASE 0
PRELIMINARY
INVESTIGATIONS

43
42

Overview
This thesis began with a precedent study and a
research paper on The High Line in New York City
and the theories of its designer, James Corner for a
History of Landscape Architecture course taken at
RISD. The research for that project turned up the
issue of gentrification and the connection between
urban renewal/green space and cultural displacement.
This began the quest to better understand these
processes and the role of design within them. In a
Cultural Planning and Geography course in the spring
of 2017, The Belt Line in Atlanta, GA was chosen as
another urban renewal case study project to further
explore these issues. In the fall, two other case
studies were added after attending the American
Society of Landscape Architects (ASLA) Conference
in Los Angeles: 11th Street Bridge in Washington D.C.
and Red Mountain Park in Birmingham, AL. The first
two case studies established precedents of urban
renewal causing gentrification, while the second two
are examples of urban renewal specifically aimed at
combatting gentrification.
The summer phase of research was centered
on first-hand lived experiences. The first were
experiments in affordable urban micro-living. The
other experiences were work experiences chosen for
their alternative approach to design practice: pro bono
work through Searle Design Group, 10,000 Suns
botanical art installation by Design Under Sky, and
youth design-build education and community project
implementation.
These experiences were followed by a more rigorous
academic phase of research in the fall broken down
into three tracks of inquiry through three different
courses: Research, Theory & Design, Fabricating
the Machine in the Garden Micro House Studio, and
Environmental Psychology.
Finally, the winter phase of research consisted of
an independent study project titled, “Urban Fabric:
From Text to Textile” in which the language of textile
metaphors to describe landscape and urban systems
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was analyzed and methods for modeling urban systems through textile media
were explored. These preliminary research investigations established the scope
of issues related to the project and a foundational knowledge of the problem to
respond to.
The following list of questions outlines the evolution of the research question as it
was shaped throughout the process of this thesis.
Progression of Inquiry
1. Can regional re-zoning to allow for tiny living spaces increase home ownership
and community stewardship while establishing economic resiliency?
2. Can an urban landscape framework for micro-living increase environmental and
economic resiliency without displacing existing communities?
3. Is it possible to create an “off-the-grid” community within the existing urban
fabric?
4. Can combining a community land trust model with principles for micro-housing
and permaculture create opportunities for stability and economic freedom in
communities at risk of being gentrified?
5. In a globalized, transient society, how do we create a sense of ‘home’ and land
stewardship (place attachment) without property ownership?
6. What are the challenges that the residents and organizers of the Dudley Street
Neighborhood Initiative face today and can designers, particularly landscape
architects, offer solutions?
7. How can the ‘missing link’ (Columbia Rd.) of Olmsted’s Emerald Necklace
park system in Boston, MA be developed and renewed without displacing the
existing community?
8. Is there a strategy/set of methods that can be applied to the development of
any at-risk neighborhood?
9. What challenges and opportunities do publicly owned private land and privately
owned public land models offer to equitable development strategies for the
“missing link” of Boston’s Emerald Necklace park system?
10. How can urban renewal without cultural displacement be achieved along
Columbia Rd. in Dorchester, MA?
11. How can Frederick Law Olmsted’s vision for a green corridor connecting
Franklin Park to Boston Harbor be updated to respond to the current urban
fabric and how can that vision be implemented in a way which combats rather
than catalyzes the displacement of current residents?
12. How can Frederick Law Olmsted’s vision for a green corridor connecting
Franklin Park to Boston Harbor be updated to respond to the current
urban fabric and how can that vision be implemented in a way which
combats rather than catalyzes the displacement of current residents?
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SPRING
CASE STUDIES

47
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Objectives
This early research project set out to understand how
James Corner’s theoretical work shapes his real-world
design practice.

Figure 21: The urban wild of
the High Line prior to its redevelopment.*
_____________________________
* Stern, John, and Faith Stern. n.d.
The Imaginative Beauty of New
York’s High Line. Accessed March
07, 2018. http://www.beautyofnyc.
org/HighLine/index.html.

Methods
Literature Review
Interpretive Diagrams
Outcomes

THE HIGH LINE
James Corner Field Operations
2009 - 2014
New York City, NY

Essay: James Corner and the High Line: The
Rewards and Consequences of Landscape
Architecture as a Catalytic Framework.
Findings
The work of landscape architects is not truly
democratic as public spaces are not equally accessible
to all socioeconomic classes.

Figure 22: Crowds on the High
Line.*
_____________________________
* Stern, John, and Faith Stern. n.d.
The Imaginative Beauty of New
York’s High Line. Accessed March
07, 2018. http://www.beautyofnyc.
org/HighLine/index.html.

Assessment
This study was generative in establishing an early
line of inquiry leading to this thesis. The essay did
not; however, focus on the issue of gentrification as
information on that issue turned up late in the research
process for this project.
Figure 23: “Disney World on the
Hudson” Cartoon by Ana Benaroya.*
_____________________________
* Moss, Jeremiah. 2012. Disney
World on the Hudson. August 21.
Accessed March 07, 2018. http://
www.nytimes.com/2012/08/22/
opinion/in-the-shadows-of-the-highline.html.
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Objectives
Develop a case study to compare to The High
Line - look for patterns and common issues in the
development of the two high-profile, problematic
projects.

Figure 24: The Belt Line Design
Rendering.*
_____________________________
*SEGD. n.d. Ryan Gravel and the
Atlanta BeltLine. Accessed March 7,
2018. https://segd.org/ryan-graveland-atlanta-beltline.

Methods
Literature Review
Interpretive Diagrams
Ground Truthing via GoogleEarth
Outcomes

THE BELT LINE
Ryan Gravel (Conception)
Perkins + Will (Implementation)
Under Construction
Atlanta, GA

A poster outlining gentrification and related social
justice issues facing Atlanta, GA as outlined by the
100 Resilient Cities project.1
Findings
The issue in Atlanta seems to be with accountability;
despite an equitable development plan initially
proposed by designer Ryan Gravel, government
officials and developers are not keeping promises for
affordable housing percentages set out to be included
in new construction, nor is construction phasing
being implemented equitably. This resulted in Gravel
stepping down from the board overseeing his own
project. The High Line and the Belt Line are both
examples of bottom-up design efforts being overcome
by top-down development practices.

Figure 25: The Belt Line Promotes
Pedestrian and Bike-Friendly
Transit.*
_____________________________
*SEGD. n.d. Ryan Gravel and the
Atlanta BeltLine. Accessed March 7,
2018. https://segd.org/ryan-graveland-atlanta-beltline.

Assessment
The issue of gentrification is largely a policy issue and
in part due to an overall lack of affordable housing and
conflicts over who has a “right” to the city.

1 The Rockefeller Foundation. 2018. 100 Resilient Cities. Accessed March
07, 2018. http://www.100resilientcities.org/.
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Objectives
Study a project which is an example of urban renewal
being used to fight gentrification and displacement, in
contrast to the first two studies which are catalyzing it.

Figure 26: 1th St. Bridge Park
Rendering.*
_____________________________
*11th Street Bridge Park. n.d. The
Design. Accessed March 7, 2018.

Methods
Literature Review
Findings

11th STREET BRIDGE
OMA, OLIN
Under Construction
Washington D.C.

The 11th Street Bridge Park project has been heralded
for its efforts in community outreach, having held
over 700 stakeholder meetings. This resulted in the
establishment of the following Design Principles:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Stitch Together the City
Engage the River
Elevate Public Health
Establish an Economic Development Engine
Embrace the Water
Celebrate the Rich History of the Region
Explore Innovation
Activate the Space and Place
Integrate Multiple Synergistic Uses
Capture the Rhythms of the Day and Seasons
Manage Sound
Create and Eco-System
Build for Durability, Flexibility and Legacy

Figure 27: 11th St. Bridge Park
Programming.*
_____________________________
*11th Street Bridge Park. n.d. The
Design. Accessed March 7, 2018.

Assessment
Establishing a set of site-specific design principles
would be a useful exercise for this thesis project.
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Objectives
Study a project which is an example of urban renewal
being used to fight gentrification and displacement, in
contrast to the first two studies which are catalyzing it.

Figure 28: Award Entry Boards by
Wallace Roberts & Tood, LLC.*
_____________________________
*American Society of Landscape
Architects. n.d. Analaysis
and Planning - 2012 ASLA
Professional Awards. Accessed
March 7, 2018. https://www.asla.
org/2012awards/584.html.

Methods
Literature Review
Findings

RED MOUNTAIN PARK
Wallace Roberts & Todd, LLC
Under Construction
Birmingham, AL

The following is an excerpt from WRT’s winning
ASLA project statement: “Social Sustainability is
demonstrated by four themes: the Vitality Theme
enhances public health through active recreation, the
Heritage Theme bolsters community identity, and the
Connection and Partnership Themes secure social
equity. The healing process is begun by using the
park to link two very different communities divided
by the mountain even prior to the mid-19th Century
onset of mining. The division was accentuated as the
northern communities, company towns developed
by the mining company, struggled with mine closings
in the mid-19th century. These historically black
communities have subsisted in the mountain’s
shadow, with no relationship to the vast abandoned
mine lands (private corporate holdings sealed to
public access). In contrast, the southern communities
represent the region’s most ambitious growth: golf
courses, signature hotel, planned communities, and
office parks define a lifestyle far removed from the
northern communities. The Master Plan expresses the
client’s desire to use park planning, physical design,
and programming to break the barriers and to organize
a neighborhood stabilization, historic preservation,
and improvement plan in response to the new park.
Cultural heritage is vital to preserving community
identity of the former company towns still inhabited by
original miners and their descendants.”
Assessment
Displacement can and should be addressed from the
landscape perspective.
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SUMMER
LIVED EXPERIENCES
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Objectives

Figure 29: Wickenden St. - 175sf Floor Plan

Inspired by Henry David Thoreau’s experiment,
Walden, this phase of research is meant to examine
the opportunities that down-sizing has to offer in
opposition to consumerist culture.
Methods
Detailed spatial documentation of two Micro units lived
in over the course of the summer
Calculation of carbon footprint for each unit
Comparison of living expenses and quality of life to
other options

MICRO LIVING
Wickenden St. - 175sf
Gano St. - 250sf
Summer 2017
Providence, RI

Outcomes
Detailed Plans and Sections of Two Micro Units
Carbon Footprint Calculation of each
Findings
Micro-living provided freedom from economic stress.
Designing the space with biophilic design principles
(by bringing in natural light, houseplants, and pets)
offered added health and well-being benefits. Location
and walkability are also important factors to the
success of micro-living.
Assessment
While ideal for some, micro-housing is not a one-sizefits all solution to the housing crisis. At this stage
in the research it is acknowledged that a broader
approach to the issues related to gentrification and
affordable housing must be taken on in order for this
project to be a success. The research question is reframed in the fall.
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Objectives
Provide drawings that the Blackstone Boulevard
Conservation Commission can use to acquire funding,
inventory the trees and provide best practices for
species selection in the face of climate change,
investigate the path conditions, and propose options
to re-design for better integration of multi-modal
transportation

Figure 30: Site Analysis / Tree
inventory. Colgate Searle (Right)
and Jess Wilson (Left) working on
the Site Analysis and Tree Inventory
for Blackstone Boulevard.*
_____________________________
*Photo Taken by Melissa Bagga.
June 2017.

Methods
Inventory - record tree species, size, condition, and
location
Dig soil test pits

BLACKSTONE BOULEVARD
Searle Design Group
Internship
Pawtucket, RI

Outcomes
A map and schedule of all trees on Blackstone
Boulevard
3 concept options in plan and section for 4 different
locations
Findings
Blackstone Boulevard and Columbia Rd. are roughly
the same width and length; Blackstone Boulevard is
probably what Olmsted had envisioned for Columbia
Rd.

Figure 31: Plan and Section for one
of the Re-design Options.*
_____________________________
*Image Credit: Searle Design Group,
LLC.

Assessment
As a spatial case study, Blackstone Boulevard might
have a lot to offer to the re-conceptualization of
Columbia Rd.; however, the socioeconomic fabric of the
surrounding context is so drastically different that the
lessons may be limited.
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Objectives
Temporarily beautify a vacant parcel of land where
the highway used to be and educate and engage the
community in discussions of urban design and land
use.
Methods
Work with volunteers to plant and maintain thousands
of sunflowers
Install signage and seating
Outcomes

10,000 SUNS

The 10,000 Suns Botanical Art Installation

Design Under Sky, Adam Anderson
Internship
Providence, RI

Findings
Engaging with the land creates an emotional bond to it
and a desire to protect it (place attachment).
Assessment
10,000 Suns falls under the category of a tactical
urbanism project and offers a successful model for
community engagement and urban land stewardship.

Figure 32: 10,000 Suns by Design
Under Sky / Adam Anderson Providence, RI - Summer 2017
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Objectives
Educate youth about creative design careers, teach
hands-on building experience, foster independence,
and guide students through the design and
construction of a project to benefit the community.

Figure 33: Two students work
together building one of the modular
seats at DownCity Design’s wood
shop.

Methods

CREATE + CONSTRUCT CAMP
DownCity Design & PASA
Lead Design Education Position
Providence, RI

This 5-week summer camp for Providence students
ages 12-14 combined academic math lessons with
real-world experience. Students were guided through
a series of design-build challenges and collaborated
to design and construct a modular community table
for Harriet & Sayles Park - one of the locations where
PlayCorps offers free lunches and games to children
up to 18 years old in the summers.
Outcomes
The Providence Parks Community Table
Understanding of Application of Design-Thinking in
Youth Education
Findings
The beneficial results of this work were two-fold: the
experience and inspiration that the students gained
(at least two students say they want to go on to be
Architects and may someday implement their own
design solutions to real world problems), as well as
the benefits gained by the children who enjoy their
summer lunches at Harriet & Sayles who now have a
comfortable place to gather.

Figure 34: Final Concept/Design
Perspective

Assessment
Similar to 10,000 Suns, this project is the type of
tactical urbanism that can provide short-term, small
scale place holders for positive long-term change.
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FALL
EXPANDING THE
SCOPE OF INQUIRY
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Objectives
Hone in on a research question, provide a theoretical
framework for the thesis, select the site, and gain a
deep knowledge of the timeline of events that created
the existing conditions on the site.
Methods
Literature Review
Case Studies
Outcomes
Boston’s Displacement Timeline

RESEARCH, THEORY, & DESIGN
RISD Landscape Architecture Dept.
Fall 2017

Findings
While gentrification is a relatively new term, cultural
displacement has played a role in shaping this country
since it was first colonized. The Dudley neighborhood
in Boston has a particularly long and violent history of
cyclical displacement as well as inspiring and groundbreaking feats of activism in response.
Assessment
Creating the Displacement Timeline was beneficial to
gaining a deep knowledge and historical perspective of
the site context.
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Figure 35: Boston’s Displacement
Timeline*
_____________________________
* Medoff, Peter, and Holly Sklar.
1994. Streets of Hope: The Fall and
Rise of an Urban Neighborhood.
Boston: South End Press.
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Objectives
Explore the possibilities for micro-housing to provide
freedom from socioeconomic oppression.

Figure 36: “The Garden in the
Machine” Micro House Proposal,
Final Site Design Presentation Board

Methods
Iterative Design Process
Process Portfolio Documentation
Written Responsive Reflections
Outcomes

MICRO HOUSE STUDIO
RISD/Brown Architecture Dept.
Fall 2017

Proposal for a Micro Community Land Trust and Micro
House Based on Permaculture and Biophilic Design
Principles
Findings
While the cost of building can be greatly minimized
through modern pre-fabrication construction methods,
the cost and accessibility of land still makes home
ownership unattainable for many Americans.
Assessment
Re-defining public-private relationships and social
constructs will be vital to addressing housing in an
increasingly urbanized, globalized world.
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Objectives

Figure 37: Dennis Park - DSNI CLT

Understand the psychological drivers shaping
cities and the ways in which we as a society and as
individuals occupy public space.
Methods
Literature Review
Environment-Behavior Site Analysis
Outcomes

ENVIRONMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY
RISD History & Social Sciences Dept.
Fall 2017

A comprehensive study of human-environment
relationships within Dennis Park, located within
the DSNI CLT, consisting of both quantitative and
qualitative data collected first-hand in the field.
Findings
The park acts as a front yard for the neighborhood
- most park-users came from adjacent housing and
stayed for a long time. Almost everyone who entered
the park appeared to know everyone else.
Park-users were particularly environmentallyconscious and acted as stewards for the park, picking
up trash.

Figure 38: Dennis Park Movement
Map

Assessment
Public open space plays an important role within the
CLT model, but could perhaps benefit from more
innovative design in response to how they function in
this unique type of urban landscape.
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WINTER
URBAN FABRIC:
FROM TEXT TO TEXTILE
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Objectives

Figure 39: Detail of Final “Urban
Fabric” Model of Thesis Site.

Understand the opportunities and limitations of textile
metaphors used to describe landscape and urban
systems both linguistically and physically.
Methods
Metaphorical Language Analysis
Material Studies
Outcomes

URBAN FABRIC
RISD Landscape Architecture Dept.
Independent Study Project (5 weeks)
Fall 2017

A digital book documenting the study’s processes and
findings. This includes a body of textile-based material
studies and a final textile model of the urban systems
acting on Columbia Rd.
Findings
When using textile metaphors to talk about urban
landscapes and systems, it is necessary to be critical
of the vocabulary being used. In many ways, the
metaphor over-simplifies the discussion of urban
systems and is perhaps preventing a deeper dialogue
about how modern cities function.

Figure 40: Aerial Image of Boston,
2014.*
_____________________________
*https://imgur.com/r/CityPorn/
WdlQJ4b

Assessment
The most significant outcome of this study is a more
critical understanding of what urban systems are and
how they behave. This short 5-week study merely
provides the groundwork for much deeper exploration
of textile-based modeling methods.
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How are cities like fabric?

How are cities not like fabric?

• The fabric is both orthogonal and

• The outcomes of weaving are

• The tapestry expands linearly, while

organic in pattern

somewhat unpredictable

cities tend to expand radially

• The fabric is worked chronologically
(order of operations: 1) the natural
environment, 2) the built environment,
3) transportation networks)

• In fabric, strands can only be

These processes determined the

oriented one way (this is an

• Exposing the warp / leaving open

composition of land use and property

assumption calling for further

space creates a less dense adjacent

value

experimentation/innovation in

fabric

techniques) while in a city, systems
• The fabric is most easily understood

often don’t have an orientation or are

when isolating two systems to

not linear

examine how they manipulate each
other
• The fabric has a tendency to pull

• A tapestry is woven from strands

• In the fabric, only two strands may

towards the center (urban nucleus)

which are wound from fibers, a city is

be works at a time while in urban

made up of systems which consist of

planning, many systems are often

people; these strands/systems can

simultaneously developed

be large or small, strong or weak,
• Systems operate at multiple scales;

dominant or recessive

the urban environment is a complex
• The fabric has a range of porosity

hierarchy of systems within systems,
Weak
Loose
Weave /
Porous

this is difficult to express in fabric

Strong
Tight
Weave /
Non-porous

• Fabric is static, while cities are
dynamic

Figure 41: Urban Fabric: From Text
to Textile - Diagram of Findings
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Figure 42: “The Unraveling Urban
Fabric” material study from the
Machine in the Garden Micro House
Studio, Fall 2017.
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PART II
AREA OF CONTROL
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PHASE I
GROUND TRUTHING
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Phase I Overview

GROUND TRUTHING
Phase I
Spring 2018

Having explored the area of influence in Part I, Part
II, Phase I seeks to identify and understand the area
of control through ground truthing - a process of
testing assumptions in the field. An initial site analysis
was conducted during the winter phase of research,
resulting in the GIS-generated maps on these pages.
Four site visits were conducted to collect data on
the physical conditions surrounding Columbia Rd.
These visits and data resulted in a diagrammatic
map of the vectors of gentrification acting on the site,
the identification and documentation of key areas
of interest, a matrix of the vernacular typologies
which define the categories of materials and spatial
arrangements of Columbia Road’s streetscape, and
maps at the neighborhood and site scales of patterns
of investment and disinvestment. This documentation
of existing conditions completed the ground work for
the following phases of design-based research.

Figure 43: Topography, Open
Space and Sea Level Rise.*
___________________________
*City of Boston. 2017. Analyze
Boston. Accessed March 3, 2018.
http://bostonopendata-boston.
opendata.arcgis.com/datasets?sort_
by=relevance.

Figure 44: Boston Transportation
Networks.*
___________________________
*City of Boston. 2017. Analyze
Boston. Accessed March 3, 2018.
http://bostonopendata-boston.
opendata.arcgis.com/datasets?sort_
by=relevance.

Figure 45: Transportation Mobility
Infrastructure.*
___________________________
*City of Boston. 2017. Analyze
Boston. Accessed March 3, 2018.
http://bostonopendata-boston.
opendata.arcgis.com/datasets?sort_
by=relevance.

Open Space
MBTA Red Line
Current Sea Level

MBTA Commuter

+ 9”

Bus Route

+ 21”

Bike Route

+36”

Major Road

+54”

Minor Road
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Figure 46: Property Value.*
__________________________
*City of Boston. 2017. Analyze
Boston. Accessed March 3, 2018.
http://bostonopendata-boston.
opendata.arcgis.com/datasets?sort_
by=relevance.

$0 - $284,200
$284, 201 - $764,100
$764,101 - $2,669,500
$2,669,501 - $7,459,000
$7,459,001 - $18,803,000
$18,803,000 - $33,800,000
$33,800,001 - $59,491,907
$59,491,908 - $110,000,000
$110,000,001 $235,870,101 -
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Objectives

Findings

The ground truthing phase of research sought to test existing assumptions about
the site through observation-based site documentation and analysis. One of the
objectives was to gain a deep understanding of the site as it relates to the issue of
cultural displacement. It was also an effort to determine the boundaries of the site
and strategically identify smaller areas for closer study.

The physical signs of gentrification do not accumulate gradually, but are scattered
and visible through their stark contrast to the surrounding context. Major
transportation routes are one of the primary vectors of gentrification and can bring
either investment or disinvestment along their corridors. Proximity to train stops is
bringing new investment and potential displacement along Washington St. toward
Blue Hill Ave. at the Franklin Park end of Columbia Rd. as well as along Mass Ave
toward the Boston Harbor end of the corridor. The areas of significant interest lie
between these two points of conflict, where urban renewal is just beginning and
relics of the past stand in strong juxtaposition to clear signs of change to come.

Methods
1. Interview: Providence City Planner, Allen Penniman. Urban planning strategies
and federal policy were discussed.
2. Literature Reviews: Added to annotated bibliography and lexicon for the
following texts: Can the L.A. River Avoid ‘Green Gentrification’? by Jon
Christensen of City Lab, and On Urban Farming and ‘Colonialism’ in Detroit’s
North End Neighborhood by Tom Perkins of the Detroit Metro Times.
3. Field work: 4 Site visits were conducted. The first 3 visits collected data via
car and the final visit collected data on foot. A dash cam was set up to record
streetscape conditions along with oral field notes. The first visit collected video
up and down Columbia Rd., the second documented the side streets to the
north of Columbia Rd., and the third documented the side streets to the south
of Columbia Rd. This footage was analyzed afterward and used to color-code
base maps, which divided Columbia. Rd. into six zones, according to physical
condition with a ranking of poor, fair, good, new, under construction, vacant abandoned, or vacant - demolished. The final site visit was to more precisely
confirm this analysis within the three chosen areas of significant interest and
photograph physical conditions and signs of gentrification / change within the
socioeconomic fabric of the neighborhood.

Assessment
This phase of research was critical to gaining a deeper understanding of the
site as it specifically relates to the issue of gentrification. It was successful in
identifying where the urban fabric is beginning to change, and which areas are most
vulnerable. Some over-arching questions remain, which will be explored in the
next phases of research: What roles do design and designers play in processes
of gentrification/cultural displacement? What are the realms of gentrification and
where does the field of landscape architecture fit within them? How can landscape
architecture be used to combat rather than catalyze gentrification along Columbia
Rd.?

Outcomes
The outcomes of this phase of study are the following illustrations included on the
next pages of this book:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Landmarks and Amenities Map
Columbia Rd. Typical Streetscape Section
Vernacular Typologies Matrix
The Vectors of Gentrification on Site Diagram
Physical Conditions Map and Anecdotal Site Photos for the Quincy St.
Intersection
6. Physical Conditions Map and Anecdotal Site Photos for Upham’s Corner
7. Physical Conditions Map and Anecdotal Site Photos for Sgt. Alberto Montronn
Square
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Mapping Patterns of Investment and Disinvestment

Figure 47: (Above and Left)
Columbia Rd. Physical Conditions Field Maps and Notes

These maps were made based on a visual analysis of video footage from the
site. The purpose was not to determine which structures deem saving, but rather
to map the patterns of investment and disinvestment. The rankings of poor, fair,
good, new, under construction, vacant - abandoned, and vacant - demolished
were assigned based on the overall physical appearance of the structure and
it’s surrounding lot. Signs of investment included wrought-iron fencing, rainscreen paneling, steel and aluminum, curtain walls, and maintenance of grounds/
vegetation. Signs of disinvestment included rusted chain-link fence, construction
fence, peeling paint, sagging porches, and discarded rubble and debris.

Figure 48: (Right) Process work:
analyzing patterns of investment and
disinvestment to identify vectors of
gentrification.*
_____________________________
*Photo taken 03/01/2018.
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Figure 49: Columbia Rd. Physical
Conditions - Field Map and Notes Zone B (1/6)

Figure 50: ““We moved because
I could no longer afford to stay”
- Former Resident, 2006” Art
Installation in front of the KFC on
Columbia Rd. Artist unknown.
Photo taken 03/04/2018.
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Figure 51: Vernacular Typologies
Matrix.
Construction

Brick

Rainscreen

Shingle

Metal/Glass

Wood
Siding

Corrugated
Aluminum

Wood Slot

Fencing
Barbed Wire

Picket

Concrete

Masonry
Chainlink

Wrought Iron

Materials

Single Family

Duplex

Row Houses

Apartments

Mixed Use

Commercial

Building Types

PARK
bike

Medians

a.
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4-Lane + Bike + Parking

bike

PARK

Lanes

4-Lane + Bike

PARK
bike

4-Lane + Parking

bike

6-Lane

PARK

4-Lane

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.
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g.

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

Narrow - Concrete
Narrow - Grass with Some Trees
Narrow - Cobblestone Berm
Narrow - Jersey Barrier
Wide - Grass with Shrubs and Some Trees
Wide - Concrete with Large Empty Concrete Planters
Wide - Concrete with Small Tree Pits

s
Ma

Streetscape Typologies

ve
sA

The matrix on the previous page catalogues the observed typical conditions
along Columbia Rd. This begins to reveal the local vernacular of the site.
Local vernacular is a cultural asset for any given neighborhood. The forces
of globalization and economically-driven development results in a loss of local
vernacular and threatens to homogenize vast swaths of urban landscape.
Elements of the local vernacular should be incorporated into plans for development
in an effort to preserve the unique architectural qualities of Boston’s neighborhoods.
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The Vectors of Gentrification
The diagram to the right illustrates the findings for the ground truthing phase.
After studying the patterns of investment and disinvestment using the previously
described methods, the maps were analyzed and interpreted. The analysis of the
maps revealed that gentrification as a force moves along particular transportation
corridors, and is especially spurred by MBTA stations. While Blue Hill Ave.
and Geneva Ave. remain neglected areas, due to the four corners train stop,
Washington St. is seeing increased investment and improvements. Quincy St.
appears to have already seen some general improvements, while Dorchester
Ave. remains in a seemingly neutral condition. Mass Ave. is a primary corridor
connecting Columbia Rd. to other major thoroughfares to the north. It’s
intersection with Columbia Rd. is near the UMass/JFK T stop, making it one of the
vectors of gentrification which is putting pressure on Columbia Rd.
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Figure 52: The Vectors of
Gentrification.

Overall Good Physical Condition
Overall Fair Physical Condition

Area Undergoing Transition

Area of Significant Interest
Area of Interest
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Figure 53: A neglected home next to
recently constructed apartments.
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Figure 54: New apartments amid a
desolate area.
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Figure 57: Quincy St. Intersection
physical conditions map.
Figure 55: A dilapidated barn
adjacent to newly constructed
apartments.

Severely Neglected
Poor Condition

Figure 56: Residents display
support for Mayor Walsh.
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Figure 58: A vacant commercial
area next to recently renovated
apartments.
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Figure 59: The historic Strand
Theater looks over a vacant parking
lot occupied by an artfully painted
kiosk and a retro RV.

Sto

Figure 61: Upham’s Corner physical
conditions map.
Figure 60: Dorchester North Burial
Ground.
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Figure 62: A bronze pear statue
stands proudly in front of the KFC.
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Figure 63: The James Blake House
- the oldest house in Boston.
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Figure 66: Sgt. Alberto Montronn
Square physical conditions map.
Figure 64: A new mixed use building
between Massachusetts Ave. and
East Cottage St.
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Figure 65: Unfriendly fencing along
Massachusetts Ave., across from a
new micro-brewery.
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James Blake House The Oldest House in
Boston
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PART III
AREA OF EFFECT
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PHASE II
STRATEGIC VISIONING
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STRATEGIC VISIONING
Phase II
Spring 2018

Phase II Overview

Methods

Phase II concluded the strategic visioning portion
of this thesis project. This was the start of applying
the expansive body of research on the site and on
the topic of gentrification to a design response. The
process involved in-depth interviews with experts,
literature reviews, mapping, and a community
engagement experiment. Phase II resulted in a set
of maps identifying networks of key anchors and
resources surrounding Columbia Rd., a deeper
understanding of the work done by Community
Development Corporations (CDCs) and a map locating
the territories of the seventeen CDCs in Boston, as
well as a prototype of a board game, a set of design
principles, and a strategic landscape framework plan.

1. Interview 1: Codman Square Neighborhood Development Corporation
Director of Eco Innovation, David Queeley. The CDCs and NDCs and
the roles of different organizations around Boston were discussed.
Interview 2: Local Architect and Principal of Studio G Architects, Gail Sullivan.
The nuances of the different entities shaping the urban fabric, the importance of
DSNI choosing not to be a CDC, co-ops, and Boston’s pilot program for funding
renovations to existing affordable housing stock were all discussed.
2. Literature Reviews: Added to annotated bibliography and lexicon for
the following texts: Imagine Boston 2030 by The Boston Planning and
Development Authority, Why is there a 12’ Bronze Pear in Dorchester? by
Edward B. Herwick III of WGBH News, First Ever Evictions Database Shows:
‘We’re in the Middle of a Housing Crisis,’ an interview with Matthew Desmond
(author of Evicted which was reviewed earlier) by Terry Gross from NPR,
and New Pilot Cities, a project by Eleni Pourdala from the Bartlett School of
Architecture posted on KooZA/rch.
3. Mapping: After interviewing David Queeley and Gail Sullivan, the seventeen
active CDCs of Boston were mapped and it was discovered that seven of
their territories either cross or are bounded by Columbia Road. Google Earth
Pro and the “Neighborhoods of Dorchester, Roxbury & Mattapan” map by
the Boston Planning and Development Agency Office of Digital Cartography
and GIS were used to identify and map networks of important institutions/
organizations/resources surrounding Columbia Road. The Education and
Family Care Map shows schools, community centers, and playgrounds.
The Open Space Map delineates parks, sports fields, and cemeteries. The
Amenities and Attractions Map illustrates networks of libraries, religious
buildings, and “other” important places. The final Health and Safety Map
locates Medical Buildings, Fire, and Police Stations.

Objectives
The strategic visioning phase was an effort to begin
applying accumulated knowledge about the site and
the issue of gentrification to a responsive design
approach. A landscape framework is similar to a
master plan but implies more flexibility. In order
to do this it was important to first launch a deeper
investigation into the assets and attractors within
the community - the institutions and organizations
which act as anchors or vital resources within the
neighborhood, but which also make the neighborhood
more desirable thereby potentially contributing to
gentrification. The goal was to identify the voices
within the community who at least partially share my
vision for this site and ask how this design work can
help amplify their voices and strengthen their existing
resource networks.
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4. Board Game Design: Part of this phase of research involved designing a
board game as an educational community engagement tool. A prototype
was developed and tested in a focus group type format with feedback and
discussions from peers. The game development involved creating roles for
four players: the Developer, the Designer, the NIMBY, and they YIMBY and
identifying the motives, objectives, and tactics of each. The board consisted of
a base map with colored spaces guiding players from Franklin Park to Boston
Harbor which identifies the key assets within the community (like libraries and
train stations.) An acrylic board is designed to sit on top of this, imposing a grid
over the map and identifying a point value system. Each player has a different
color tile which fits in these grid spaces. Policy Cards picked up at each turn
instruct players on whether they can add or must subtract a specified number
of their tiles from the board based on whether the policy is in their favor or not.
The game is geared toward a middle or high school age audience and aims to
teach them about the conflicts among competing interests shaping the urban
environment.
5. Sketches: Several sketches were developed toward the end of this phase to
illustrate a set of design principles and begin an iterative visioning process
which is to be continued in the final phase of this thesis. These sketches
include the Strategic Landscape Framework Plan, a Site Plan for a typical block
on Columbia Rd., and sections of the existing vs. proposed typical streetscape.

Findings
Phase II revealed that there are many organizations already active within the
community who share a vision for neighborhood stabilization and equitable
development. The two most active of these entities are the Dudley Street
Neighborhood Initiative to the north of the site and the Codman Square
Neighborhood Development Corporation to the South. The interview with David
Queeley introduced Community Development Corporations and their objectives to
increase and diversify affordable housing options, improve access to public transit,
promote sustainable living practices, and connect residents to resources and
funding for affordable housing and green energy retrofits. The interview with Gail
Sullivan provided insight into why DSNI’s structure and mission are different - they
strategically decided not to be a CDC or NDC like Codman Square, but to instead
work with outside developers. By removing themselves from the role of developer,
they have been able to stay true to their values by remaining the impartial voice
of the people. The development of the board game and the visioning sketches
lent clarity to the goals of this thesis and established a direction for the design
response to this body of research. The key conclusion is that CDC’s are vital
for implementing new equitable development and CLTs offer a model for
establishing more long-term stewardship over that development.
Assessment

Outcomes
The outcomes of this phase of study are the following illustrations included on the
next pages of this book:
1. Community Anchors and Resources Network Maps
2. Community Development Corporations of Boston Map
3. homeland The Board Game
4. Design Principles
5. Strategic Landscape Framework Plan
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The maps completed early in this phase of research were successful in achieving
a deeper understanding of the anchors and forces shaping the urban fabric of this
community. The board game design would have benefitted from more iterations
and time to respond to feedback from the focus group It was successful as an
educational tool to understand the motives and entities that shape the urban
environment, but ideally it would be tested with users from the intended age group
to gauge success as a youth community engagement tool. The feedback from
the focus group suggested that the competitive nature of this prototype might in
fact perpetuate systems of conflict, and suggested that a more collaborative and
strategic approach to the game could be used as a tool to remedy current practices.
The strategic Landscape Framework Plan suffers from a lack of clarity about
hierarchy and implementation of phasing. Questions that still remain at the end of
this phase include, what could a radically different configuration of public-private
private relationships offer within the Community Land Trust model? How could this
be used to adapt Columbia Road’s streetscape? What is the most effective way to
visualize this alternative affordable housing landscape?
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Education & Family Care
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5
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Schools
1. Burke High
2. King K-8
3. Frederick Pilot Middle School
4. Greenwood Sarah K-8
5. Holmes Elementary
6. UP Academy Charter School of Dorchester
7. Mather Elementary
8. Everett Elementary
9. Dever Elementary
10. McCormack Middle
11. Russell Elementary
12. Perkins Elementary
13. UP Academy
14. Mason Elementary
15. Winthrop Elementary
16. Haynes Early Education Center
17. Boston Latin Academy
18. Ellis Elementary
19. Greater Egleston High
20. Community Academy

Community Centers
1. Grove Hall Community Center
2. Holland Community Center
3. Blue Hill Boys & Girls Club
4. Perkins Community Center
5. Dorchester YMCA
6. Cleveland Community Center
7. South Boston Boys & Girls Club
8. Condon Boys & Girls Club
9. Vine Street Community Center
10. Aswalos House YWCA
Playgrounds
1. Fredericks Middle School Playground
2. Doherty/Gibson Playground
3. Clifford Playground
4. Hannon Playground
5. Howes Playground
6. Marcella Playground

5

Connecting Community Anchors and Resources

Figure 67: Education and Family
Care Networks.*
_____________________________
*Boston Planning and Development
Agency Office of Digital Cartography
and GIS. 2016. “Neighborhoods of
Dorchester, Roxbury & Mattapan.”
November.

The set of maps on the following pages identify
locations of key anchors and resources surrounding
Columbia Road within the categories of Education and
Family Care, Open Space, Amenities and Attractions,
and Health and Safety. By seeking to define physical
connections among these entities, it is revealed
whether a certain resource is scarce or abundant.
This played a vital role in later creating the Strategic
Landscape Framework Plan which seeks to enhance
such connections and stabilize the assets that are
vulnerable or isolated.
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Open Space

6
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8

11
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5
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9

4

1
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Cemeteries
1. Forest Hills Cemetery
2. St. Michael’s Cemetery*
3. St. Mary’s Cemetery
4. Codman Burying Ground
5. Dorchester North Burial Ground
*Mt. Hope Cemetery, Calvary Cemetery, and New
Calvary Cemetery located off map, clustered just
below 2. St. Michael’s Cemetery

7
6

5

1

Parks
1. Franklin Park
2. Boston Nature Center & Olmsted Green
3. Harambee Park
4. Ronan Park
5. Allen Park
6. McConnel park
7. Savin Hill Park
8. Joe Moakley Park
9. Ceylon Park
10. Malcolm X Park
11. Horatio Harris Park

3
3 4 2

Sports Fields
1. Harambee Park
2. Robert’s Playground
3. Doherty/Gibson Playground
4. UMass Boston Athletic Fields
5. Boston College High School Athletic Fields
6. Joe Moakley Park
7. Clifford Playground
8. Hanlon Playground
9. Malcolm X Park
10. YMCA Athletic Field

Figure 68: Open Space Networks.*
_____________________________
*Boston Planning and Development
Agency Office of Digital Cartography
and GIS. 2016. “Neighborhoods of
Dorchester, Roxbury & Mattapan.”
November.
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Amenities and Attractions
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Libraries
1. Grove Hall Library
2. Codman Square Library
3. Upham’s Corner Library
4. Dudley Library
5. Greater Egleston Library
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Figure 69: Community Amenities
and Resources Networks.*
_____________________________
*Boston Planning and Development
Agency Office of Digital Cartography
and GIS. 2016. “Neighborhoods of
Dorchester, Roxbury & Mattapan.”
November.
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Religious Buildings
1. New Fellowship Baptist Church
2. Greater Anointing Harvest Church
3. Rehoboth Bethel Church
4. St. Mark’s Episcopal Church
5. Friendship Apostolic Church
6. Deliverance Temple Church of God
7. Victory Chapel Church
8. Ma Siss’s Place
9. First Parish Church in Dorchester
10. Church Roxbury Seventh Day
11. St. Christopher’s Church
12. Blessed Mother Theresa Parish
13. St. Mary’s Episcopal Church
14. Asamblea Cristiana
15. Holy Family Parish
16. Little Zion Church-God-Christ
17. Manning Temple Church
18. Masjid Al-Quran
19. Community Gospel Center Boston
20. Charles Street AME Church
21. Bethlehem Healing Temple
22. Muhammad’s Mosque
23. New Faith Missionary Baptist
24. Holy Tabernacle Church
25. United House of Prayer

Other
1. Boston Restore Inc.
2. Fields Corner CDC
3. The Strand Theater
4. James Blake House
5. Boston Globe
6. JFK Presidential Library and Museum
7. Boston Teacher’s Union
8. Children’s Museum
9. Shirley Eustis House Association
10. Project Hope
11. DSNI Headquarters
12. Camp Harbor View
13. Boston Career Link
14. Project Family Independence
15. Roxbury Center For the Arts
16. Freedom House Inc.
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Health and Safety

6

Medical
1. Lemuel Shattuck Hospital
2. Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center
3. Upham’s Home HealthCare
4. Geiger-Gibson Community Health Center
5. Boston Medical Center
6. Massachusetts Mental health Center
7. Steward Health Care

4
5
3

7

5

3
4

3
1
2

2

1

2

Police
1. Boston Police District E-13 Jamaica Plain
2. Boston Police District C-11 Dorchester
3. Massachusetts State Police South Boston
Barracks
4. Boston Police Headquarters
5. Boston Police District B-2 Roxbury
Fire
1. Boston Fire Department Engine 52
2. Boston Fire Department Engine 24 Ladder 23
3. Boston Fire Department

1

Figure 70: Health Safety Networks.*
_____________________________
*Boston Planning and Development
Agency Office of Digital Cartography
and GIS. 2016. “Neighborhoods of
Dorchester, Roxbury & Mattapan.”
November.
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Community Development Corporations (CDC’s)

Figure 71: Community Development
Corporations of Boston. *Territories
may not be exact.*
_____________________________
*Codman Square NDC;
Massachusetts Association
of Community Development
Corporations. 2018. MACDC.
Accessed March 29, 2018. https://
macdc.org/.

Southwest Boston CDC

Dorchester Bay EDC
Allston Brighton CDC

Jamaica Plain NDC

Viet-AID

Co

lum

bia

Rd

.

South Boston NDC
Codman Square NDC
NOAH

“Community Development Corporations (CDCs)
engage local residents and businesses to work
together to undertake community development
programs, projects and activities, which develop and
improve urban, rural and suburban communities in
sustainable ways that create and expand economic
opportunities for low- and moderate-income
people. CDCs improve communities through real
estate development, small business development,
asset building, community leadership
identification and resident engagement. CDCs are
a critical component of lasting and durable community
change founded upon the principal that a community’s
residents can come together to effect change and
to help transform their own neighborhood together.
Effective CDCs have the skills, capacity and
networks to accomplish significant community
change transforming a community’s vision and
aspirations into tangible projects and results.”1

Lena Park CDC
Urban Edge

Dudley Neighbors Inc.
Fenway CDC
Inquilinos Boricuas en Accion
Mission Hill NHS
Asian CDC

Columbia Rd. lies within the reaches of seven out
of Boston’s seventeen CDC’s (shown in large bold
font in legend to the left.) The most active of these
is the Codman Square NDC to the south. These
organizations provide programming, resources,
and funding to help residents acquire and maintain
affordable housing and improve the quality and
function of the built environments for the areas that
they operate within.

Quincy Geneva HC
Madison Park DC

1 Massachusetts Association of Community Development Corporations.
2018. MACDC. Accessed March 29, 2018. https://macdc.org/.
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A Community Engagement Experiment

homeland

homeland The Board Game seeks to address Dorchester’s majority youth
population. It is a four-player game; each player can choose to be The Developer,
The Designer, The NIMBY, or The YIMBY. The players pick up policy cards which
impact whether they can add or subtract their tiles from the board. As the players
compete to occupy the most spaces on the board and be the first to get from
Franklin Park to Boston Harbor, they learn about the competing interests that shape
the urban fabric and the conflicts between equitable urban development and a
capitalist agenda.

THE BOARD GAME

Figure 72: homeland The Board
Game base. 18” x 60” Printed and
adhered to chipboard backing
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THE BOARD GAME

THE BOARD GAME

Objective
Acquire the most points by occupying tile spaces while traveling from Franklin Park
to Boston Harbor.
Instructions for Play
1. This game may be played with up to 4 players. Each player selects
a role: the Developer, the Designer, the NIMBY, or the YIMBY. See the
playbooks for more information about each role. The Developer uses the
purple tiles, the Designer the yellow, the NIMBY the green, and the YIMBY the
red.
2. Roll the dice to determine the play order - highest roll will go first,
lowest last.
3. Each player starts with 50 points.
a. Roll the dice and move your piece the corresponding number
of spaces.

b. If you land on your own color (i.e. you are the designer and
you land on a yellow space) you may put down 3 tiles. If you
don’t land on your own color, don’t put any tiles down.
Whether you land on your own color or not, pick up the policy
card that matches the color you landed on (if you land on a
purple space, pick up a purple zoning policy card. If you land on
a yellow space, pick up a yellow transportation policy card, etc.)
c. Look at the symbols in your color square on the card. + Means
add a tile, - means take a tile off the board (only the player
whose turn it is adding or removing tiles.) If there is more
than one symbol in the square, add or subtract as many tiles as
there are symbols.
1. You can get 20 bonus points by surrounding the “community assets”
on the board (the buildings shown in pink) with your tiles (sometimes
there are spaces only on one or two sides of the asset, you only
need to occupy the space touching the asset to get the bonus points.)
2. Each space on the board has a point value etched into it. When all of
the players have made it to Boston Harbor, remove your tiles one by
one and add up the points for the spaces you occupied. The player
with the most points wins.

Figure 73: homeland The Board
Game top layer. 18” x 60” Laseretched onto clear acrylic.
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THE DEVELOPER
As a real estate developer, you are driven by capitalism and your motive is
to make as much money as possible. Your purple tiles represent the luxury
condos and apartments you want to build along Columbia Rd. You drive your
fancy car everywhere you go, even if it’s just around the corner to pick up milk.

Figure 74: Rendering for a Luxury
Condominium Development*
_____________________________
*https://parkandshore.com/

Figure 75: Urban Streetscape
Sketch*
_____________________________
*https://www.pinterest.com/
pin/209698926378950642/?lp=true

THE DESIGNER
You are an urban designer who works for a firm that has been hired by the city
of Boston to create a proposal for improving the conditions along Columbia
Road. Your job is to analyze the existing conditions and propose a re-design that
enhances both the appearance and functionality of the streetscape. Your yellow
tiles represent a range of design interventions which include both new construction
and renovation/adaptation of existing structures and spaces. Your goal is to make
the area as beautiful as possible. You prefer to walk everywhere you go so that
you can notice details and stop to sketch ideas.

Figure 76: Historic Park*
_____________________________
*https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Franklin_Park_(Boston)

THE N.I.M.B.Y.
NIMBY stands for “not in my backyard;” you speak out against any plans for
development or change in the neighborhood. You are a historic preservationist
and land conservationist. You live near Columbia Road, in one of the highend homes facing Joe Moakley Park. You feel strongly that the new design of
Columbia Rd. should be executed to Frederick Law Olmsted’s exact original
specifications. It is your objective to preserve the Emerald Necklace Park
System Legacy. As someone who cares about the environment, your primary
mode of transportation is bicycle.

Figure 77: Dense Urban Housing*
_____________________________
*https://www.yelp.com/biz/back-bayphotography-boston-2

THE Y.I.M.B.Y.
YIMBY stands for “YES in my backyard!;” you are an advocate and activist for
affordable housing. You cherish Dorchester’s diversity and see that as its greatest
asset. Your goal is to help maintain this diversity by increasing affordable
housing options so that living in Boston remains accessible to all socio-economic
classes. You rent an apartment on Columbia Rd. and travel primarily by bus. Your
tiles represent new units of affordable housing.
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Figure 78: Prototype Test with Peer
Focus Group.
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STRATEGIES TACTICS
HOUSING

The matrix on the opposite page lays out the longterm, large scale strategic vision for the development
of Columbia Road and breaks down the tactics that
would be implemented to achieve each strategy in the
categories of housing, transportation, and land use.
Determining these principles provided the ground work
for the Strategic Landscape Framework Plan. These
design principles offer a multi-scalar approach to
equitable development without displacement.

Diversify and Increase
Affordable Housing Options

Maintain Local Vernacular

Strategic Landscape Framework Plan
Reduce Reliance on Private
Vehicles

TRANSPORTATION

This Strategic Landscape Framework Plan on the
following page (see figure 79) proposes establishing
Columbia Road as a new Community Land Trust and
a car-free Public Common. Parking is redistributed
to the peripheries and vehicular transportation is
de-prioritized. An extensive re-vamp of the public
transportation system diverts traffic from Columbia
Road, replacing the asphalt sea with a street car
line running through a lush park. Shuttles would be
provided to connect remote parking areas to transit
hubs. A network of bike-share stations stitches the
gaps in the urban fabric together. This plan illustrates
the large-scale, long-term vision for applying the
design principles listed to the right. If implemented
alongside drastic policy change, this plan offers a
model for gaining access to the assets of the public
common - safe shelter, abundant food, clean air, and
clean water.

Improve Accessibility of
Public Transit

Improve Safety of Bicyclists
and Pedestrians
Increase Access to Green
Space for Recreation,
Leisure, and Rehabilitation

Re-design Public-Private
Relationships

LAND USE

DESIGN
PRINCIPLES

A Vision for Columbia Road

Enhance and Expand Urban
Agriculture Infrastructure

Influence Zoning
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1. Implement Green Energy Retrofits
2. Add Micro Units
3. Add Accessory Dwelling Units
4. Expand Existing Buildings Vertically
5. Establish a New Community Land Trust
6. Design Co-op Living Spaces
7. Prioritize Adaptive Re-use, Limit New Construction
8. Locally Source or Salvage Materials
9. Maintain Architectural Vocabulary (peaked roofs,
porches, balconies, turrets)
10. Aid Local Auto Industry in Transition to
Autonomous Vehicles
11. Increase Access to Ride and Bike Sharing
12. Re-locate Parking to Remote Location and
Provide Services to Access Transit
13. Add Train Stations
14. Improve Bus Shelters
15. Provide Protected Bike Lanes
16. Reduce Vehicular Lanes
17. Add Neckdowns, Improve Visibility of Crosswalks
18. Increase “Eyes on the Street”
19. Enhance Functions of Existing Significant
Landscapes
20. Extend streetscape Improvements to Connect
Existing Significant Landscapes
21. Create a Public Common
22. Remove Fences
23. Re-Conceptualize the “Front” and “Back” Yard
24. Expand Education and Job Training
25. Provide Community Gardens
26. Incorporate Hydroponic Technology
27. Provide a Marketplace
28. Establish an Edible Street Tree Nursery
29. Visualize Desired Policy Change
30. Organize and Link Critical Entities and Resources
31. Design Public Spaces for Protest
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LINKED COMMUNITY ASSETS:

Figure 79: Strategic Landscape
Framework Plan for the Equitable
Development Of Columbia Road.

1. 4 Corners / Geneva Commuter Rail Stop
2. Grove Hall Community Center
3. St. Mark’s Episcopal Church
4. Frederick Pilot Middle School
5. Grove Hall Library
6. Mather Elementary School
7. Everett Elementary School
8. The Strand Theater
9. St. Mary’s Episcopal Church
10. Dorchester North Burial Ground
11. Asemblea Christiana
12. James Blake House
13. UP Academy
14. Blessed Mother Theresa Parish
15. JFK/Umass Train Station
16. Boston Teacher’s Union
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APPLICATION OF DESIGN PRINCIPLES
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PHASE III
TACTICAL VISIONING
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TACTICAL VISIONING
Phase III
Spring 2018

Phase III Overview

Methods

The tactical visioning phase concludes this thesis
project. In this phase, the design principles and
strategic landscape framework plan are tested out
at the site scale looking at a set of typical existing
conditions. The resulting proposal is for a modular
landscape system which makes the resources of the
land as a public common: safe shelter, abundant food,
clean air, and clean water, visible and accessible.
Given the collapsed window of time for design, the
proposal was approached as a charette and is meant
to serve as a conceptual model for the continuation
of design development on this and other sites within
the strategic landscape framework plan. Testing
the outcomes of Phase II through design in Phase
III raised new questions and lines of thinking for
furthering this research beyond graduate school.

1. Literature Reviews: Added to annotated bibliography and lexicon for the
following texts: The Community Land Trust Handbook by The Institute for
Community Economics, and The Community Land Trust Reader edited by John
Emmeus Davis.
2. Sketching: An important part of the design process throughout which allowed
for quick iterations through ideas and composition of a narrative around the
project.
3. Diagramming: The design process began with the determination of a catalogue
of modules within the categories of housing, transportation, and land use
which manifest the values of the land as a public common. These generated a
diagram relating the spatial realities of each modules to it’s symbol in plan.
4. Physical Modeling: Each module from the catalogue was assigned a different
tile (inspiration drawn from the board game design in Phase II). Glass and
ceramic tiles were sourced in 15, 10, and 5 millimeters to model the 15’, 10’,
and 5’ square modules. A base model of the existing typical conditions on
Columbia Road was built and a 5x5mm grid was laid over it. The tiles were
used to explore various spatial and programmatic relationships among the
modules within the existing urban fabric. When a successful arrangement was
achieved, the tiles were affixed to the base.
5. Digital Modeling: A similar process was then carried out digitally using Rhino
modeling software. Each module was constructed as an independent entity
and these were arranged within the existing conditions.
6. Rendering: The digital model allowed for the creation of views which illustrate
the narrative of the proposal: a site plan, a site section-perspective, and
several views of key areas within the site plan focused within each of the four
categories: safe shelter, abundant food, clean air, and clean water.

Objectives
The primary goal for the tactical visioning phase
was to test the prior conclusions through design
methods and address what the design principles and
strategic landscape framework plan might look like
when manifested at the site scale. The objectives
of the proposal itself were to provide a model for
reconfiguring public-private and human-nature
relationships within the community land trust model.
This proposal is meant to serve as a prototype for
equitable development and a community engagement
process.

Outcomes
Proposal for “The Community Land Trust Mosaic” including the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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Catalogue of Modules
Physical Mosaic Model
Site Plan
Site Section-Perspective
Perspectives of Key Areas Manifesting the Design Principles within the
Categories of Safe Shelter, Abundant Food, Clean Air, and Clean Water
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Findings
This final phase revealed the importance of visualization to conversations about the
role of design in processes of displacement. Gentrification is an extremely complex
issue with no simple or subtle answers. In order to fight this phenomenon, radically
alternative social, economic, and political structures would have to be achieved.
This is where the power of design lies - in the ability to visualize such radical
alternative futures; to make the preposterous seem possible; and most importantly,
to enhance constructive discourse and dialogue among designers as well as nondesigners around issues of urban inequity.
Assessment
This is a flawed proposal. It’s success lies in visualizing a radical alternative and
applying systems thinking to the design response. The problem with the proposal
is one of the issues with the thesis as a whole: it is preaching a bottom-up design
practice while delivering a top-down project. In that light, it is best to look at
the “Community Land Trust Mosaic” proposal as a prototype for a community
engagement experiment. In an ideal scenario, the modules in the catalogue would
be generated by community members themselves and the designer would act as a
facilitator to lead the public through a similar hands-on design process. This would
result in a far less generic response to the values of this particular community.
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SHELTER
CATALOGUE OF CATALOGUE OF
MODULES
MODULES
FOR MAKING THE FOR MAKING THE
RESOURCES OF THE RESOURCES OF THE
PUBLIC COMMON PUBLIC COMMON
(SAFE SHELTER, (SAFE SHELTER,
ABUNDANT ABUNDANT
FOOD, CLEAN FOOD, CLEAN
AIR, AND
AIR, AND
CLEAN WATER) CLEAN WATER)
VISIBLE AND
VISIBLE AND
ACCESSIBLE.
ACCESSIBLE.

Affordable
Housing Unit

Plaza / Patio

Affordable
Housing Unit

SHELTER

Chicken Yard

Chicken Yard

Greenhouse

Greenhouse

Street

10’ X 10’

15’ X 15’

5’Light
X 5’

10’ X 10’
Bench

15’ X 15’

7’ Green
Wall

3’ Green
Wall

WATER

AIR

Street Car
Infrastructure

Street Car
Infrastructure

Pool

Pool

Permeable Pavers /
Limited Access Road

Permeable Pavers /
Limited Access Road

Aquaponic
Fish Tanks

Aquaponic
Fish Tanks

Rainwater
Collection
Barrel

Rainwater
Collection
Barrel

Drinking
Fountain

Drinking
Fountain

Bio-filtration
Garden

Bio-filtration
Garden

Grass

Grass

Urban Forest
Patch

WATER

Urban Forest
Patch

Bee Hives

Solar Panels

Shed
Pollinator
Habitat

5’ X 5’

AIR

Edible Tree
Nursery

Playground

Bee Hives

Shed

FOOD

Plaza / Patio

Edible Tree
Nursery
Playground

FOOD

Solar Panels

Pollinator
Habitat

Street
Light
Low-grow
Crops

Low-grow
Crops

Tall Crops

Tall Crops

Protected
Bike Path

Protected
Bike Path

Bench

8’ Pedestrian
Path

8’ Pedestrian
Path

5’ Pedestrian
Path

5’ Pedestrian
Path

7’ Green
Wall

3’ Green
Wall
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Figure 80: “The Community Land
Trust Mosaic Catalogue of Modules”
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Figure 81: “The Community Land
Trust Mosaic” Model
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Figure 82: “The Community Land
Trust Mosaic” Model - Top View
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Figure 83: “The Community Land
Trust Mosaic” Model - Aerial View
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Figure 84: “The Community Land
Trust Mosaic” Model - Street View
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Figure 85: “The Community Land
Trust Mosaic” Model -Detail
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Figure 86: Final Site Plan for Typical
Proposed Conditions
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Figure 87: Section-Perspective
Through Typical Proposed
Conditions.

The treatment of “land” as “property” has been driving
environmental and social destruction since colonization occurred.
In the Anthropocene era, it is time to re-think the role of a public
common in the globalized urban environment.
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The Community Land Trust Mosaic
“The Community Land Trust Mosaic” is a proposal for implementing the decommodification of the resources of the land through a modular landscape system.
The plan features the conversion of an existing mechanic into an autonomous
vehicle servicing center and transit hub – a drop-off / pick-up point for the street car,
bus, ride shares, and bike shares. The drop-off / trolley platform opens onto a plaza
which connects to the Haitian Multi-Service Center Across the street. A permeable
emergency access road runs alongside the streetcar rails and a protected bike
path follows one side while a pedestrian path lines the other alongside patches of
urban forest, bio-filtration gardens, and pollinator habitat. New affordable housing
is proposed to be built on top of the existing one-story commercial block and
micro-homes are implemented to diversify housing options and increase density.
An urban agriculture program is worked in to the interstitial spaces as a means to
generate jobs and foster place attachment. Collectively, the modules work together
to reconfigure urban systems and manifest the values of the land as a public
common: that safe, quality housing should be a human right, that everyone should
have access to healthy, sustainably-sourced food, that no one should be made sick
by the air they breath, and that clean water should be free and accessible to all.
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Figure 88: “Safe Shelter”
Perspective.

SHELTER

Safe, quality housing should be a human right. This
proposal emphasizes adaptive re-use, green energy
retrofits, and implementation of micro-housing to
expand and diversify affordable housing options.
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Figure 89: “Abundant Food”
Perspective.

FOOD

Everyone should have access to healthy, sustainably
sourced food. This proposal incorporates urban
agriculture programming to increase access to
balanced nutrition, generate jobs, and foster place
attachment.
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Figure 90: “Clean Air” Perspective.

AIR

No one should be made sick by the air they breath. By
phasing in patches of urban forest and implementing a
street car along with other forms of more sustainable
transit options, this proposal aims to help generate
clean, breathable air.
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Figure 91: “Clean Water”
Perspective.

WATER

Clean water should be free and accessible to all. This
proposal seeks to drastically alter the urban hydrologic
systems by creating a network of bio-filtration gardens,
permeable paving, aquaponic farming, rainwater
collection barrels, wading pools, and drinking
fountains.
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CONCLUSION
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FINDINGS

This thesis set out to better understand the role
of design in processes of gentrification. Over the
course of more than two years of research, the
hypothesis that the implementation of
green infrastructure was not a cause, but
an effect of gentrification was proven true
through a combination of social-sciences and designbased research methodologies. Case studies, first
hand experiences, academic inquiries, material
explorations, and social engagement experiments led
to the following series of conclusions:
• Gentrification in America is entangled in a complex
history of colonialism, immigration, systematic
oppression and racism, genocide, capitalism, and
land rights.
• One of the many causes of gentrification (which
are an infinite web of conflicting systems) is an
overall lack of affordable housing, which is the
primary cause this thesis responds to.
• One of the most successful strategies for
establishing permanent affordable housing is to
stabilize the land value by creating a Community
Land Trust (CLT).
• Urban agriculture programming plays an important
role within the CLT model because it fosters place
attachment which has been lost in the globalized
urban environment.
• The Community Land Trust is a unique type of
urban environment which is lacking an appropriate
design response. Public-private relationships are
re-configured in the CLT and there is not yet a
design vocabulary to manifest that.
The final take-away which addresses the over-arching
question about the relationship between design and
gentrification which guided this thesis is that:

ASSESSMENT

For as many conclusions were made, even
more question were brought to the surface and
left unanswered. It will take immense time and
collaboration before we truly begin to understand
the new urban condition and the most effective way
to move forward as a society in order to sustain
ourselves.
This thesis both suffers from and is strengthened by a
level of naive idealism and utopic vision of an ecosocialist society. It is successful in visualizing a radical
alternative future, but is weak in its suspension of
certain elements of reality.
In the early stages of research, one critic warned that
this thesis could not solve capitalism and it certainly
doesn’t even come close. The most important
epiphany throughout the process was the identification
of the Community Land Trust as the best strategy for
creating permanent affordable housing and honing in
on a tactical design response to this particular type of
urban environment.
The most glaring conflict in this thesis is that it
espouses the virtues of bottom-up design practices,
but actually implemented very few in gathering site
data. This project would have benefitted immensely
from a much more involved community-input process
and on-the-ground engagement.
The greatest contribution of this thesis to
the field of landscape architecture is the
confirmation that a solution to gentrification
and other issues of urban inequity can and
should be addressed from the perspective
of the landscape.

There are two powerful ways which design
can be used to combat gentrification:
1. As a tool for opening a dialogue around
radical alternative futures through
visualization.
2. And as a method for facilitating public
engagement and making the design
process, not just the design product,
accessible to the general public.
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NEXT STEPS

homeland is the launching pad for a lifetime’s body of
research and quest to understand the deep conflicts
between environmentalism and social justice. There
are many veins of this project yet to be followed and
further research questions to address.
The immediate next phase will be design development.
This will ideally involve working with the community to
generate a more site-specific catalogue of modules
and carrying out mosaic modeling exercises with
place-based focus groups. The modules will be
designed in further detail and alternative proposals will
be generated for the site used in Phase III, as well as
other sites along and around Columbia Road. The aim
is to submit the project to various competitions and
publications as a means to generate further discourse
around the issue of gentrification from the perspective
of landscape architecture.
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an artist” - Pablo Picasso
To the following people, thank-you for teaching me the
rules like a pro and inspiring me to break them like an
artist:
The advisors who pushed me: Colgate Searle, Nick
DePace, and Nadine Gerdts.
The critics who challenged me: Lili Hermann, Scheri
Fultineer, Katy Foley, and Emily Mueller De Celis.
The interviewees who enlightened me: Allen
Penniman, David Queeley, and Gail Sullivan.
As well as the classmates who motivated me, the
family who supported me, and the friends who
encouraged me.

In the long run, the hope is that this thesis will
evolve and someday influence the design efforts of
Community Land Trusts and Community Development
Corporations.

I am grateful to you all, this thesis would not be
possible without you.
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